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We present precise path-integral Monte Carlo results for the thermodynamics of a homogeneous
dilute Bose gas. Pressure and energy are calculated as a function of temperature both below and
above the Bose-Einstein transition. Specifically, we address interaction effects, focusing on deviations
from the ideal gas law in the thermodynamic limit. We also calculate the isothermal compressibility
and the contact parameter, which provide a clear signature of the role played by interactions. In
particular, we obtain indications of a discontinuity of the compressibility at the transition point. To
gain physical insight, numerical results are systematically compared with the predictions of first-
order Hartree-Fock and second-order Popov theories, both giving an approximate description of
the gas thermodynamics. The comparison shows the extension of the critical region around the
transition point, where the inaccuracies of the perturbative expansions are more pronounced.

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermodynamic behavior of a weakly interacting
Bose gas is a topic of central interest in the physics of ul-
tracold atoms and more generally in quantum statistical
physics [1, 2]. A fundamental question concerns the effect
of interactions, which modify the properties of the gas in
a dramatic way even for very dilute systems. From an
experimental point of view, mean-field and also higher-
order effects in several thermodynamic quantities have
been observed at very low temperatures and have been
characterized as a function of the gas parameter na3 [3].
In fact, at T = 0, the properties of the interacting gas
in the dilute regime are fully determined by the density
n and the s-wave scattering length a. At finite temper-
ature, thermal effects are active even in the absence of
interaction resulting in a weaker, and generally harder to
measure, dependence of the thermodynamic quantities on
interactions. The shift of the Bose-Einstein condensation
(BEC) critical temperature with interactions has been
carefully measured for trapped gases [4] together with
other quantities, such as the release energy, pointing out
deviations with respect to the ideal gas predictions [5].
More recently, the canonical equation of state of a homo-
geneous Bose gas was measured as a function of temper-
ature in the condensed and normal phases showing clear
evidence of effects of interaction in the pressure, chemical
potential, and compressibility [6]. Nevertheless, the ob-
servation of critical fluctuations and correlations beyond
the mean-field description at finite temperature is still an
open problem which requires more precise experimental
schemes and also theoretical benchmarks more accurate
than the available perturbative expansions [1, 2].

In this paper we report precise unbiased path-integral
Monte Carlo (PIMC) results of the thermodynamics of a
dilute Bose gas as a function of temperature across the
BEC transition. Careful extrapolation to the thermody-
namic limit and focusing on deviations from the ideal gas
behavior provide useful insights on the effects of interac-
tions in the pressure and energy per particle at tempera-

tures ranging from above the chemical potential scale in
the condensed phase, to above the transition temperature
in the normal phase. Notably, we calculate the isother-
mal compressibility, finding indications of a discontinu-
ous behavior at the transition point, and we discuss the
possibility that this is due to the finite data resolution,
in analogy with the discontinuous specific heat in super-
conductors. The temperature dependence of the contact
parameter is also analyzed. The interaction strength
in the gas is fixed at the value na3 = 10−6, which is
known to be small enough for a universal description of
the ground state in terms of the s-wave scattering length
to be valid, without additional effects from the micro-
scopic details of the interatomic potential [7]. At finite
temperature the universal regime is expected to hold if
na3 � 10−5 [8]. We also use our unbiased results to
benchmark approximate theories valid to first and sec-
ond order in the coupling constant. The first-order ap-
proach corresponds to the mean-field Hartree-Fock (HF)
theory and its improvement is provided by the second-
order Popov theory which includes the effects of quan-
tum and thermal fluctuations beyond the mean-field de-
scription [9]. The comparison clearly indicates the ex-
tension of the critical region surrounding the transition
point where approximate theories are known to fail. We
notice that similar comparisons with PIMC results were
already carried out in Refs. [10, 11]. Here we rely on
more precise results for pressure and energy which allow
for a detailed study of the effects of interactions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
the theoretical methods used in this study. In particular,
in Sec. II A we briefly outline the PIMC method based on
the pair-product approximation and we explain how we
calculate the relevant physical observables. In Sec. II B
we present the basic ingredients of the Hartree-Fock and
Popov perturbation schemes emerging from the analysis
of the free-energy expressions both below and above the
transition temperature. Starting from these free-energy
expressions, we derive in the Appendix all thermody-
namic quantities used in the comparison with the out-
comes of PIMC simulations. All results are discussed in
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Sec. III and finally in Sec. IV we add some concluding
remarks.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Path Integral Monte Carlo

We consider a system of N identical bosons with mass
m described by the following Hamiltonian with two-body
interactions:

H = − ~2

2m

N∑
i=1

∇2
i +

∑
i<j

V (|ri − rj |) , (1)

where ri indicates the particle position vector. For the
interatomic potential we use the hard-sphere (HS) model

V (r) =

{
+∞ (r < a)

0 (r > a)
, (2)

where the hard-sphere diameter a corresponds to the s-
wave scattering length. In the limit where the gas pa-
rameter na3 is small, the properties of the interacting
quantum-degenerate gas do not depend on the details of
the specific model of interatomic forces and are universal
in terms of the scattering length a.

The partition function Z of a bosonic system with
inverse temperature β = (kBT )−1, where kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant, is defined as the trace over all states of
the density matrix ρ = e−βH properly symmetrized. The
partition function satisfies the convolution equation

Z =
1

N !

∑
P

∫
dR ρ(R, PR, β) =

1

N !

∑
P

∫
dR (3)

×
∫
dR2 · · ·

∫
dRM ρ(R,R2, δτ ) · · · ρ(RM , PR, δτ ) ,

where δτ = β/M , R collectively denotes the position vec-
tors R = (r1, r2, . . . , rN ), PR denotes the position vec-
tors with permuted labels PR = (rP (1), rP (2), . . . , rP (N))
and the sum extends over the N ! permutations of N
particles. The calculation of the partition function in
Eq. (3) can be mapped to a classical-like simulation of
polymeric chains with the number of beads M equal to
the number of terms of the convolution integral. In a
PIMC calculation, one makes use of suitable approxima-
tions for the density matrix ρ(R,R′, δτ ) at the higher
temperature 1/δτ in Eq. (3) and performs the multidi-
mensional integration over R,R2, . . . ,RM as well as the
sum over permutations P by Monte Carlo sampling [12–
14]. In particular, the sampling over permutations can
be performed in a very efficient way by using the worm
algorithm [15], where both closed and open polymers are
simulated at the same time.

In the case of dilute systems, featuring a large ratio
of length scales between the average interparticle dis-
tance and the range of interactions, a particularly con-
venient approximation scheme for the high temperature

density matrix, which significantly reduces the number
M of beads needed for convergence, is the pair-product
ansatz [14]

ρ(R,R′, δτ ) =

N∏
i=1

ρ1(ri, r
′
i, δτ )

∏
i<j

ρrel(rij , r
′
ij , δτ )

ρ0
rel(rij , r

′
ij , δτ )

. (4)

In the above equation ρ1 is the single-particle ideal-gas
density matrix

ρ1(ri, r
′
i, δτ ) =

(
m

2π~2δτ

)3/2

e−(ri−r′i)
2m/(2~2δτ ) , (5)

and ρrel is the two-body density matrix of the interacting
system, which depends on the relative coordinates rij =
ri − rj and r′ij = r′i − r′j , divided by the corresponding
ideal-gas term

ρ0
rel(rij , r

′
ij , δτ ) =

(
m

4π~2δτ

)3/2

e−(rij−r′ij)
2m/(4~2δτ ) .

(6)
The advantage of decomposition (4) is that the two-

body density matrix at the inverse temperature δτ ,
ρrel(r, r

′, δτ ), can be calculated exactly for a given poten-
tial V (r), thereby solving by construction the two-body
problem which is the most relevant when the system is
dilute. For the HS potential a simple and remarkably ac-
curate analytical approximation of the high-energy two-
body density matrix is due to Cao and Berne [16]. The
result is given by

ρrel(r, r
′, δτ )

ρ0
rel(r, r

′, δτ )
= 1− a(r + r′)− a2

rr′
(7)

× e−[rr′+a2−a(r+r′)](1+cos θ)m/(2~2δτ ) ,

where θ is the angle between the directions of r and r′.
In a PIMC simulation the statistical expectation value

of a given operator O(R),

〈O〉 =
1

Z

1

N !

∑
P

∫
dRO(R)ρ(R, PR, β) , (8)

is calculated by generating stochastically a set of config-
urations {Ri}, sampled from a probability density pro-
portional to the symmetrized density matrix, and then by
averaging over the set of values {O(Ri)}. The results are
exact for the equilibrium state of the microscopic Hamil-
tonian and are affected only by statistical uncertainty.
In the present study we calculate internal energy U and
pressure p, whose thermodynamic estimators are defined
by

U = − 1

Z

dZ

dβ

p =
1

βZ

dZ

dV
. (9)
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In addition, the above quantities can be calculated in
PIMC simulations using the so called virial estima-
tors [14], which usually suffer from smaller statistical fluc-
tuations. Furthermore, we calculate the pair distribution
function

g(r) =
2

nN

〈∑
i<j

δ(ri − rj − r)
〉
. (10)

From its short-range behavior one extracts the contact
parameter

C = 16π2n2 lim
r→0

r2a2

(r − a)2
g(r) , (11)

where the limiting procedure means distance scales much
smaller than the average interparticle separation (r �
n−1/3) and much larger than the range of interactions
(r � a).

We perform simulations in a cubic box of volume V =
L3 with periodic boundary conditions. Most simulations
are performed in the canonical ensemble and, in terms
of the density n = N

V , the gas parameter is kept fixed at

the value na3 = 10−6 while the temperature T is varied.
The number of beads M utilized ranges from M = 12
to larger values in order to ensure full convergence at all
temperatures.

Permutation sampling is performed using the worm
algorithm [15]. This is computationally more efficient
than the sampling algorithm described in Ref. [14], which
was employed in a previous PIMC study of interact-
ing Bose gases [10]. In particular, it significantly re-
duces the statistical uncertainty for large system sizes
[17], allowing us to discern the residual finite-size ef-
fects and, therefore, to perform precise extrapolations
to the thermodynamic limit. Specifically, the energy and
pressure results for particle numbers from N = 128 to
N = 512 are fitted with straight lines as a function of
1/N . For selected temperatures, especially close to the
critical point where finite size effects are more relevant,
we extend the considered system sizes to N = 1024 to
check the reliability of the thermodynamic-limit extrap-
olations. Notably, the improved precision allows us to
precisely identify the interaction effects and to extract
the isothermal compressibility. Notice that the latter
quantity was not determined before via unbiased compu-
tational techniques. Furthermore, the worm algorithm
allows us to perform grand-canonical simulations, and
we employ them to extract the isothermal compressibil-
ity also from the fluctuation-dissipation relation.

B. Hartree-Fock and Popov theories

Theories of dilute Bose gases have a long history and
are the subject matter of various textbooks [1, 2, 18–20].
At T = 0 the situation is rather clear, mean-field terms
are the leading ones in the small parameter na3, and

the so-called Lee-Huang-Yang beyond-mean-field contri-
butions appear as higher-order corrections. At finite T ,
instead, on the one hand, the natural expansion param-
eter involves the condensate density n0 rather than the
total density, and on the other hand, the condensate is de-
pleted not only by interactions but also by purely thermal
effects. This complicates things, and various schemes are
possible. The simplest one is the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation, which is based on single-particle excitations and
accounts for the leading-order contributions arising from
interaction at temperatures sufficiently higher than the
chemical potential [19]. In principle, the HF scheme is
self-consistent and therefore includes terms to all orders
in the coupling constant. Since, however, such terms
beyond the leading ones are incorrect, we refer to the
HF theory as the contribution from only the first-order
mean-field terms [9]. The effects of quantum and ther-
mal correlations beyond the mean-field regime are prop-
erly accounted for in the Popov scheme, based instead,
on Bogoliubov excitations [9, 11, 19]. Also this scheme
is self-consistent, but contributions beyond the next-to-
leading order in the parameter Λ (see below) are not
reliable, and we neglect them in our analysis [9, 11]. The
resulting approach is referred to as second-order Popov
theory.

The structure of the second-order Popov scheme is pro-
vided with some details in Ref. [9]. Here we just report
the result for the Helmholtz free energy in the condensed
phase, T < Tc, where Tc labels the BEC transition tem-
perature. The energy density reads

F

V
=
g

2
(n2 + n0

T
2
) +

kBT

V

∑
k

ln
(
1− e−βEk

)
+

16
√

2

15
√
π

( m

2π~2

)3/2

Λ5/2 , (12)

in terms of the Bogoliubov quasi particle spectrum Ek =√
ε2k + 2Λεk, where εk = ~2k2

2m is the free-particle kinetic
energy, and of the effective chemical potential calculated

to lowest order Λ = g(n − n0
T ). Here g = 4π~2a

m is the
usual coupling constant fixed by the s-wave scattering

length a and n0
T = ζ(3/2)

λ3
T

, with ζ(x) being the Riemann

zeta function and λT =
√

2π~2

mkBT
being the thermal wave

length, is the density of thermally excited atoms in a
non-interacting gas. By performing the integration over
momenta in Eq. (12) one finds the more compact result

F

V
=
g

2
(n2 + n0

T
2
) +

16
√

2

15
√
π

( m

2π~2

)3/2

Λ5/2 (13)

− 4τ

3
√
π

( m

2π~2

)3/2

Λ5/2

∫ ∞
0

dx

ex − 1
(u− 1)

3/2
,

where τ = kBT
Λ is a reduced temperature and we de-

fine u =
√

1 + (τx)2. As discussed in Ref. [9], the above
result accounts correctly for quantum and thermal fluc-
tuations up to order Λ5/2 including the Lee-Huang-Yang
correction to the ground-state energy. This is provided
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
T/T0

c

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5
U

/(
N

k B
T

0 c)
IBG
HF T>T0

c

POPOV
PIMC

FIG. 1. Internal energy per particle as a function of temper-
ature. The lines refer to the ideal Bose gas result in Eq. (17),
the HF theory above T 0

c in Eq. (A6) and the result from Popov
theory in Eq. (A4). The vertical line refers to the transition
point Tc slightly shifted from T 0

c due to interaction effects [see
Eq. (19)].

by the second term in the first line of the equation above
which does not vanish as T → 0. Starting from Eq. (13)
one can easily neglect beyond mean-field corrections and
reduce the free energy to the HF form holding to linear
order in the coupling constant g:

FHF

V
=
g

2
(n2 − n0

T
2
) + gnn0

T −
ζ(5/2)

ζ(3/2)
kBTn

0
T . (14)

Above the transition point, i.e., in the normal phase
T > Tc, the free-energy density can be obtained from
perturbation theory valid to linear order in g. This ap-
proach corresponds again to HF theory and yields a con-
stant interaction shift added to the free energy of a non-
interacting gas

F

V
= gn2 − kBT

λ3
T

g5/2(z) + nkBT ln z . (15)

Here, z is an effective fugacity which determines the to-
tal density of the gas via the equation nλ3

T = g3/2(z).
Furthermore, gν(z) stand for the usual special Bose func-
tions. We point out that the above interaction shift can
also be derived from the s-wave contribution to the sec-
ond coefficient of the virial expansion in the limit a� λT .
Higher-order contributions to the virial coefficients aris-
ing from interactions are expected to depend on the de-
tails of the interatomic potential and are therefore no
longer universal in the s-wave scattering length [21]. One
should also notice that the expressions written above in
Eqs. (12) and (15) are continuous at the transition point
of the ideal gas

kBT
0
c =

2π~2

m

(
n

ζ(3/2)

)2/3

, (16)

where n0
T = n and Λ = 0.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
T/T0

c

0.015

0.020

0.025

0.030

0.035

0.040

(U
U

0)
/(

N
k B

T
0 c)

HF T>T0
c

HF T<T0
c

POPOV
PIMC

FIG. 2. Energy shift U − U0 per particle as a function of
temperature. The lines refer to the HF theory above T 0

c from
Eq. (A6), the first-order HF theory from Eq. (A5) and the
result from second-order Popov theory in Eq. (A4). The dot-
ted line at T/T 0

c > 1 includes the contribution from the third
virial coefficient (see text). At T = 0 we also report the
ground-state energy from Ref. [7] obtained using the diffusion
Monte Carlo method (star). Notice that for this result the
error bar is smaller than the size of the symbol. The vertical
line is as in Fig. 1.

III. RESULTS

The results reported in this section in the canonical
ensemble all refer to a specific value of the gas parameter,
namely n̄a3 = 10−6. We start by discussing our findings
for the energy and the pressure. In Fig. 1 we show the
internal energy per particle U/N as a function of the
rescaled temperature T/T 0

c . The comparison with the
ideal Bose gas (IBG) result:

U0

N
=


3
2
kBT
nλ3

T
ζ(5/2) (T < T 0

c ) ,

3
2
kBT
nλ3

T
g5/2(z) (T > T 0

c ) ,
(17)

indicates the presence of interaction effects even though
on the scale of the Fig. 1 they are hardly visible. More
useful information can be extracted instead from Fig. 2,
where we plot the energy difference δU = U−U0, directly
pointing out deviations from the IBG law. PIMC results
are compared with Hartree-Fock theory above the transi-
tion temperature and with both Hartree-Fock and Popov
theories in the condensed phase (see the Appendix).

First we notice a visible discrepancy between first-
order HF and second-order Popov results, pointing out
the relevance of beyond mean-field effects in the region
of intermediate temperatures compared to the small Lee-
Huang-Yang correction in the ground-state energy. We
also observe that the second-order Popov theory nicely
matches exact quantum Monte Carlo results at T = 0,
where we report the energy obtained with the diffusion
Monte Carlo method in Ref. [7], up to temperatures close
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
T/T0

c

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75
p/

(n
k B

T
0 c)

IBG
HF T>T0

c

POPOV
PIMC

0.0000 0.0025 0.0050 0.0075
1/N

0.106

0.108

0.110
T= 0.5T0

c

FIG. 3. Pressure as a function of temperature. As in Fig. 1,
the lines refer to the ideal Bose gas result, the HF theory
above T 0

c in Eq. (A3) and the result from Popov theory in
Eq. (A1). Inset: Finite-size scaling as a function of 1/N at
fixed temperature T = 0.5T 0

c for slightly different densities
around the central value n̄ in terms of which T 0

c is deter-
mined. Starting from the uppermost one, lines correspond
to 1.05, 1.025, 1.00, 0.975, 0.95 of the reference density n̄. The
vertical line is as in Fig. 1.

to but sizably below the critical point. In fact, as shown
in Fig. 2, in the range 0.8T 0

c . T . 1.2T 0
c any mean-field-

based approach fails to accurately describe the system
which appears to be dominated by critical fluctuations.
The fact that the critical region is significantly wide even
for very small values of the interaction parameter was
noted in Ref. [8], where an estimate of the size of the
critical region yields |∆T |/Tc ∼ αn1/3a, with α being a
numerical coefficient of order 100.

In the high-temperature regime the interaction shift
from HF theory is constant in T and is in good agreement
with PIMC results. We emphasize that in this high tem-
perature regime interactions provide a much smaller rela-
tive correction to the energy, resulting in the larger error
bars shown in Fig. 2. To analyze this region further we
notice that higher-order contributions in a/λT to the sec-
ond virial coefficient, which depend on the specific model
of interatomic potential, are completely negligible in the
temperature range we consider [21, 22]. On the contrary,
the leading contribution to the third virial coefficient de-
pends only on a and is proportional to a2/λ2

T [22]. The
corresponding effect on the pressure is the small negative

shift δp = −nkBT (nλ3
T )24 a

2

λ2
T

, yielding a similar shift in

the internal energy δU = −NkBT (nλ3
T )24 a

2

λ2
T

, which is

shown in Fig. 2 with a dotted line. Our results, de-
spite the large error bars, are in reasonable agreement
with this higher-order correction. Similar results are ob-
tained for the pressure p and the pressure shift p − p0,
where p0 = 2

3
U0

V is the pressure of the non-interacting
gas. These are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

A crucial ingredient to reliably extract the results for

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
T/T0

c

0.020

0.025

0.030

0.035

(p
p 0

)/
(n

k B
T

0 c)

HF T>T0
c

HF T<T0
c

POPOV
PIMC

FIG. 4. Pressure shift p − p0 as a function of temperature.
As in Fig. 2, the lines refer to the HF theory above T 0

c from
Eq. (A3), the first-order HF theory from Eq. (A2) and the
result from second-order Popov theory in Eq. (A1). The ver-
tical line is as in Fig. 1. The dotted line at T/T 0

c > 1 includes
the contribution from the third virial coefficient (see text).

energy and pressure in the thermodynamic limit is the
extrapolation to infinite system sizes. An example of the
procedure followed is shown for the pressure in the in-
set of Fig. 3, where at a fixed temperature we report the
values of p obtained for different system sizes N . If N
is large enough a linear fit in 1/N is used to extract p
in the thermodynamic limit. In Fig. 3 this procedure
is repeated for various values of the density around the
central density n̄. This allows us to calculate the deriva-
tive dp/dn and therefore the isothermal compressibility
κT using the relation

1

κT
= n

∂p

∂n
. (18)

The results for κT are shown in Fig. 5. Notice that the
statistical uncertainty is larger for κT due to the difficulty
of extracting reliably small variations of pressure with re-
spect to density. To this aim we consider at least four
values of density around n̄, ranging within a few percent
of its value, and we use a linear or quadratic fit to extract
1/κT . Above the transition point we find good agree-
ment with the compressibility of the ideal Bose gas with
small corrections due to interactions. Below the transi-
tion κT is weakly dependent on temperature. In partic-
ular, critical fluctuations strongly suppress the divergent
peak predicted by Popov theory, and beyond-mean-field
effects rapidly become very small at low temperature,
where κT is consistent with the value from first-order
HF theory. It is worth mentioning that a broad maxi-
mum in κT below the transition point was observed in
the experimental study of the equation of state of a uni-
tary Fermi superfluid [23]. The behavior at the critical
point is best illustrated in Fig. 6, where results for p at
fixed temperature are shown as a function of the density
around the central value n̄. A linear fit to these data
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
T/T0

c

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40
T
·n

k B
T

0 c
IBG
HF T>T0

c

HF T<T0
c

POPOV
PIMC

FIG. 5. Isothermal compressibility κT in units of 1/(n̄kBT
0
c )

as a function of temperature. Above T 0
c the lines refer to

the ideal Bose gas and HF theory from Eq. (A9). Below T 0
c ,

they refer to the first-order HF theory from Eq. (A8) and the
second-order Popov theory from Eq. (A7). The vertical line
is as in Fig. 1.

yields κ−1
T , which shows an apparent discontinuity at the

critical density nc. Furthermore, the value of nc is con-
sistent with the predicted interaction shift [24–26]

Tc = T 0
c [1 + c(an1/3)] , (19)

where c = 1.29± 0.05. The extracted values of the com-
pressibility above (n < nc) and below (n > nc) the criti-
cal temperature are reported in the legend in Fig. 6, and
they are also shown in Fig. 5 as the two values assigned
to the critical temperature Tc.

To further inspect the apparent discontinuous behav-
ior of the compressibility κT at the transition point, we
perform PIMC simulations in the grand-canonical en-
semble. Here κT can be determined from the following
fluctuation-dissipation relation:

κT =

〈
n2
〉
− 〈n〉2

〈n〉2
V

kBT
, (20)

where 〈n〉 and
〈
n2
〉

indicate grand-canonical expectation
values at the chosen chemical potential µ.

Figure 7 displays PIMC results obtained at the fixed
temperature T 0

c corresponding to the density n̄, for differ-
ent box sizes up to L/a = 1400. It is worth noticing that
this box size corresponds to average particle numbers up
to N ≈ 3500 for the largest chemical potentials we con-
sider. The value of µ is varied across the BEC transition.
The critical chemical potential is identified as the one for
which the density expectation value is 〈n〉 = nc, and the
critical density nc is computed assuming the weak cou-
pling formula (19). Cubic fitting functions are used to
describe the dependence of the average density on µ.

It should be mentioned that the so-determined critical
chemical potential slightly varies with the inverse box size

0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10
na3 ×10 6

0.536

0.538

0.540

0.542

0.544

0.546

0.548

p/
(n

k B
T

0 c)

T = 14.9±1.6
T = 23.2±2.1

FIG. 6. Gas pressure for slightly different densities around
the central value n̄ at the fixed temperature corresponding to
T 0
c for the density n̄. The vertical line indicates the critical

density nc from Eq. (19). The linear fits to the PIMC re-
sults provide the inverse compressibility below and above the
transition point showing the discontinuity at nc. The corre-
sponding values of κT are reported in the legend in units of
1/(n̄kBT

0
c ).

1/V , and we perform a linear extrapolation (excluding
the smallest box size) to estimate the thermodynamic-
limit result µc and the corresponding uncertainty.

We find that κT suddenly grows when µ is increased
beyond the critical point µc, and that this growth sharp-
ens as the box size increases. The compressibility val-
ues obtained just before and beyond µc are consistent
with the corresponding canonical results at the same
density, in the normal and in the condensed phases, re-
spectively. These findings are consistent with the indi-
cations of a discontinuous behavior of κT at the BEC
transition obtained from the canonical simulations, as
discussed above. However, we should point out that, due
to the inevitably finite resolution, our data cannot unam-
biguously discern a discontinuity from a very sharp, but
continuous, behavior. This scenario is similar to the one
observed in superconducting materials, where discontinu-
ities in specific heats are routinely employed to character-
ize the superconducting transition (see, e.g., Ref. [27]).
Indeed, in weakly correlated superconductors the spe-
cific heat displays a well defined jump, as predicted by
the BCS theory. Instead, in strongly correlated materials
the specific heat is continuous, as in liquid 4He [28], sug-
gesting that with sufficient resolution one would always
observe a continuous behavior. Indeed, such systems be-
long to the universality class of the three-dimensional
XY model, corresponding to a continuous specific heat.
However, considering the critical scaling relation from
the renormalization group theory, the continuity results
from a relation between amplitudes which, to the best
of our knowledge, has not been demonstrated to be uni-
versal [29, 30]. This means that for other systems in the
same universality class, such as the weakly interacting
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FIG. 7. Isothermal compressibility in the grand-canonical en-
semble as a function of the chemical potential and for different
system sizes L/a. Results are obtained via the fluctuation-
dissipation relation (20) at the fixed temperature T 0

c , corre-
sponding to the ideal gas critical temperature for the density
n̄. The values of n̄ and T 0

c are also used to normalize the com-
pressibility κT . The vertical band indicates the critical chem-
ical potential µc, including the estimated uncertainty due to
finite-size effects (see text). The horizontal bands refer in-
stead to the estimates of the compressibility above and below
the critical point obtained in the canonical ensemble.

Bose gas, discontinuities are not formally ruled out.
Finally, we discuss the contact parameter defined

through the derivative of the free energy density with
respect to the inverse of the scattering length

C = −8πm

~2

∂F/V

∂1/a
. (21)

This quantity can be conveniently calculated in a PIMC
simulation from the short-range behavior of the pair cor-
relation function [see Eq. (11)]. We point out that C is
sensitive only to interaction effects, both below and above
the transition, and therefore represents a quantity bet-
ter suited to compare to approximate theories than the
previously considered energy, pressure, and compressibil-
ity. The results obtained from the short-range behavior
of the pair-correlation function via Eq. (11) are shown
in Fig. 8. We observe that C is in reasonable agreement
with Popov theory at low temperatures, showing devia-
tions in the vicinity of the transition point. Furthermore,
we find that C approaches the HF value at high temper-
atures above the transition. The experimental investi-
gation of the contact parameter across the phase transi-
tion could provide a useful tool to gain insight into the
role of critical fluctuations in a weakly interacting Bose
gas [31, 32].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out a precise and careful study of
interaction effects in the thermodynamic properties of

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
T/T0

c

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

C
/(

16
π

2 n
2 a

2 )

HF T>T0
c

HF T<T0
c

POPOV
PIMC

FIG. 8. Contact parameter C in units of 16π2n̄2a2 as a func-
tion of temperature. The lines refer to the virial expansion in
Eq. (A12), the first-order Hartree-Fock theory from Eq. (A11)
and the second-order Popov theory of Eq. (A11). The value
at T = 0 (star symbol) is the result of a diffusion Monte Carlo
calculation at the density n̄. The vertical line is as in Fig. 1.

a weakly interacting Bose gas using exact PIMC sim-
ulations. The use of the worm algorithm enabled us
to gain sufficient precision in the calculation of energy,
pressure, and compressibility to discriminate between ap-
proximate theories such as first-order Hartree-Fock and
second-order Popov theory. In general, we observe good
agreement with HF results at high temperature and with
Popov results at low temperature. However, in a large
window of intermediate temperatures including the tran-
sition point, such approximate schemes fail to reliably
describe the thermodynamic behavior of the gas which
is strongly affected by critical fluctuations not accounted
for by mean-field based approaches. In particular, we
provided a PIMC study of the contact parameter across
the transition temperature, and we pointed out large
deviations compared to the predictions of perturbation
schemes. We also found indications of discontinuous be-
havior of the compressibility at the BEC transition and
an estimate of the jump was provided. We hope that our
study will stimulate further experimental efforts devoted
to a quantitative analysis of the role played by interac-
tions in shaping the thermodynamics of a dilute Bose
gas. All PIMC results presented in this paper are freely
available from Ref. [33].
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APPENDIX: POPOV AND HARTREE-FOCK
RESULTS FOR THE THERMODYNAMIC

QUANTITIES

In this Appendix we derive explicit formulas holding
below and above the transition temperature Tc for the
thermodynamic quantities discussed in Sec. III. In the
condensed phase we use both the full second-order Popov
result for the Helmholtz free energy in Eq. (13) and the
mean-field expression in Eq. (14), obtained from first-
order Hartree-Fock theory.

1. Pressure

The pressure is defined as p = − ∂F
∂V . In the condensed

phase one gets the result

p =
g

2
(n2 − n0

T
2
) +

(
mΛ

2π~2

)3/2
[

8
√

2Λ

5
√
π

+
8
√

2gn0
T

3
√
π

+
2τΛ√
π

∫ ∞
0

dx

ex − 1
(u− 1)

3/2

(
2

3
+

1

u

)
(A1)

+
2τgn0

T√
π

∫ ∞
0

dx

ex − 1

(u− 1)3/2

u

]
,

which one derives straightforwardly from Eq. (13). By
neglecting beyond mean-field corrections, this result re-
duces to the Hartree-Fock expression valid to linear order
in the coupling strength

pHF =
g

2
(n2 + n0

T
2
) +

ζ(5/2)

ζ(3/2)
kBTn

0
T . (A2)

Above the transition point the expression for the pressure
reads

p = gn2 +
kBT

λ3
T

g5/2(z) . (A3)

This result corresponds to the pressure of a non-
interacting gas shifted by the constant term gn2. Notice
that both the HF and Popov results are continuous at
T = T 0

c .

2. Energy density

The energy density is defined as U
V = F

V + TS
V , where

S = −∂F∂T is the entropy of the gas. The result for U/V

is given by

U

V
=
gn2

2
− gn0

T
2

+

(
mΛ

2π~2

)3/2
[

16
√

2Λ

15
√
π

+
4
√

2gn0
T√

π

+
2τΛ√
π

∫ ∞
0

dx

ex − 1
(u− 1)

3/2 u+ 1

u
(A4)

+
3τgn0

T√
π

∫ ∞
0

dx

ex − 1

(u− 1)3/2

u

]
.

The corresponding Hartree-Fock expression reads

UHF

V
=
g

2
n2 + gn0

T
2 − g

2
nn0

T +
3

2

ζ(5/2)

ζ(3/2)
kBTn

0
T . (A5)

Similarly to the pressure, the energy density in the nor-
mal phase is given by the ideal-gas value shifted by gn2,

U

V
= gn2 +

3

2

kBT

λ3
T

g5/2(z) . (A6)

Both HF and Popov expressions for the internal energy
are continuous at T = T 0

c .

3. Compressibility

The inverse isothermal compressibility is defined in
Eq. (18) and it requires the calculation of the deriva-
tive of the pressure with respect to the density. A direct
calculation using Eq. (A1) yields the result

1

κT
= gn2

[
1 +

4
√

2√
π

( m

2π~2

)3/2

gΛ1/2 −
( m

2π~2

)3/2

× gΛ1/2 τ√
π

∫ ∞
0

dx

ex − 1

(u− 1)3/2

u

3u+ 2

u2

]
. (A7)

The first-order result reduces to just the first term in the
above equation (

1

κT

)
HF

= gn2 , (A8)

whereas above the transition point one finds

1

κT
= 2gn2 + n2λ3

T

kBT

g1/2(z)
. (A9)

We notice that expression (A7) diverges at T = T 0
c ,

whereas, according to mean-field theory, the inverse
compressibility exhibits a discontinuity from gn2 below
the transition to 2gn2 just above T 0

c .
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4. Contact parameter

The contact parameter is defined in Eq. (21). Using
Eq. (13) for the free energy one finds the result

C = 16π2n2a2

{
1 +

(
T

T 0
c

)3

+

+
1

ζ(3/2)

( Λ

kBT 0
c

)3/2
[
1−

( T
T 0
c

)3/2
]
× (A10)

×

(
16
√

2

3
√
π

+
4τ√
π

∫ ∞
0

dx

ex − 1

(u− 1)3/2

u

)}
.

Within the mean-field approximation only the first two
terms survive, yielding

CHF = 16π2n2a2

[
1 + 2

(
T

T 0
c

)3/2

−
(
T

T 0
c

)3
]
. (A11)

Finally, above the transition temperature one finds the
temperature independent result

C = 32π2n2a2 . (A12)

We notice that, according to HF theory, C is contin-
uous at T 0

c , whereas the Popov expression yields C =
64π2n2a2 at T = T 0

c , therefore predicting a discontinu-
ous jump at the transition.
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